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How did it start?



Why does it matter? 

• Introductory textbooks shape the mindset of students: „There is no second
chance to make a first impression.“

• „Textbook revolutions“ are an important element of scientific revolutions
(Colander and Landreth 1966)*

• N. Gregory Mankiw is the world‘s bestselling textbook author in economics

* David Colander and Harry Landreth, Political Influence on the Textbook Keynesian Revolution: God, Man, and Laurie Tarshis at Yale

https://community.middlebury.edu/~colander/articles/Political%20Influence%20on%20the%20Textbook%20Keynesian%20Revolution.pdf

https://community.middlebury.edu/~colander/articles/Political%20Influence%20on%20the%20Textbook%20Keynesian%20Revolution.pdf


What is wrong with Mankiw‘s textbooks?

• Flawed or biased presentation of the role of the government in 
the economic system: 

"Government is not the solution to our problem, 
government is the problem.“ (Ronald Reagan) 

• Flawed presentation of the role of the financial system

• Confusing presentation of the Keynesian theory  



1 Role of the government 



Does the market need a government at all?



Distributional policies are bad for economic
performance



„Inequality around the world“
Mankiw: The more equal the pie is divided, the smaller the pie becomes. This is the one 
lesson concerning the distribution of income about which almost everyone agrees.“
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Minimum 
wages cause 
unemployment



Government budget deficits are bad for
economic growth



Overall, the economic system is self-
stabilizing



2 Role of the financial 
system, especially banks 



Banks in a corn economy and in a monetary
economy



3 Role of the Keynesian 
Theory 



“ (…) the simplest interpretation of Keynes's 
theory”. 

Source: Mankiw 2019, p. 309 and own illustration



Teaching matters

• In the daily academic business, the importance of teaching and 
textbooks is underrated

• No scores in academic rankings for textbooks which require a huge
input of time

• Examples for modern approaches



My new course: European Macroeconomics
Funded by INET

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=92C-eSwx_oc&list=PL1t-qOzwYLtwBjK0glhhGIWJI9ewRHEGG
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=92C-eSwx_oc&list=PL1t-qOzwYLtwBjK0glhhGIWJI9ewRHEGG


Links to my Mankiw critique

Tweet series on Mankiw INET Blog YouTube discussion with Mankiw

https://youtu.be/QnxE5ftiG6o?t=137
https://www.ineteconomics.org/perspectives/blog/best-of-mankiw-errors-and-tangles-in-the-worlds-best-selling-economics-textbooks
https://www.wiwi.uni-wuerzburg.de/en/lehrstuhl/vwl1/main-research-fields/teaching-in-economics/
https://www.wiwi.uni-wuerzburg.de/en/lehrstuhl/vwl1/main-research-fields/teaching-in-economics/
https://www.ineteconomics.org/perspectives/blog/best-of-mankiw-errors-and-tangles-in-the-worlds-best-selling-economics-textbooks
https://youtu.be/QnxE5ftiG6o?t=137



